
Lectureships in the 

Teaching of Writing 

In March of 1972 the Department of English of the University of 
Minnesota, Minneapolis campus, will probably again award two lecture
:ships in the teaching of writing. To be eligible for these awards can
'didates must be teaching English in a Minnesota secondary school and 
present evidence of their excellence or unusual promise as teachers of 
writing. During their tenure the lecturers will teach some of these 
courses: Freshman English, Advanced Writing, lower-division creative 
writing courses, and The Writing Experience, a workshop course intended 
for students likely to be called upon to teach creative writing at the 
secondary or junior-college level. Courses will be assigned only after 
consultation with the lecturers and will _pe fitted as well as possible 
·to each person's interests and talents. 1972-73 stipepd: $11,000. 

Letters of app~icatio~ sho~ld be s7nt to Will~am A. M~dden, Chairma~ 
Department of English, Uni verslty of Mrnnesota, Minneapolis 55455. Two 1 

7xamples of t~e applicant's own writing, either published or in a fin- I 
1shed manuscri.pt, should accompany the application. Candidates should 
also seek letters of recommendation from three referees, both teaching I 
:colleagues and students. Deadllne for 1972-73 is February 15, 1972. 
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Perceiving, Thinking, and 
Composing: A Structured 
Approach to Pre-Writing 

by JOSPEH J. COMPRONE, University of Minnesota, Morris 

I 

Most teachers of writing, if they are at all sensitive to 
the enormous complexity of their job, demonstrate easily recog
nizable evidence of psychosis. We are confused, perplexed and 
enormously overworked; we are commissioned to teach a skill (or 
is it an art?) that artists ranging from Sam Johnson to John 
Hawkes have told us takes a lifetime to learn. And most of us, 
in our less euphoric moments, would agree. I suggest, however, 
that it may be just this terrible impossibility that makes 
composition worth teaching. Our psychotic behavior, usually 
shared at intervals by our students, might indicate a healthy 
perspective on contemporary experience. 

Certainly the general public and academicians alike have 
throughout history suspected the sanity of writers and artists. 
When Norman Mailer tells us that "the shits are killing us" we, 
the public, respond in a variety of ways. Most responses seem to 
applaud the statement in one way or another. Those in agreement 
with Mr. Mailer suggest that ~he subject of his sentence repre
sents a stunning use of metaphor; others, obviously in disagree
ment with Mailer, find his verbal extremism terribly satisfying 
precisely because they believe the sentence demonstrates the 
insanity of Mailer and his supporters. "The shits are killing 
us," whatever our reaction, represents a general truth about all 
language. Words and sentences are always the result of a complex 
process. That process is far more subtle, far more difficult to 
analyze, than are words themselves. We have to be at least part
ially psychotic to understand, both emotionally and intellectu
ally, the basic interrelationship between words and context, 
especially when we admit that much of the value of words develops 
through a process that includes perception, the organization of 
thought and writing. 

To clarify I shall refer to a remark by Benjamin Demott. He 
argues that a " ... good writer is a ... wide and various man: a 
character nicely conscious of the elements of personhood excluded 
by this or that act of writing and ever in a half-rage to allude 
to them: to hint at characterological riches even where these 
can't be spent. 111 To be "nicely conscious of elements of person
hood excluded by ... writing," to be in a "half-rage" to refer to 
these excluded elements, is to be, at least to a degree, psychotic. 
Norman Mailer is, as one of my students aptly put it, "crazier 
than hell." He expects us to know that he is partly playing a 
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role, partly serious, partly alluding to an entire area of lin
guistic behavior not usually represented in our everyday talk. He 
wants us to respond to his statement while acknowledging an enor
mous context, including the verbal battles of Gore Vidal and Wil
liam Buckley, street rhetoric, revolutionary diatribes, etc. 
Certainly the wholly rational man, even the wholly "sane" man, 
would not be capable of such a wide range of allusion. Only a 
healthy neurotic, a neurotic able to transfer the results of his 
neurosis into the voice he projects on a written page can under
stand and achieve Demott's "half-ra~e." 

Language, Demott suggests, involves dramatic as well as 
cognitive interaction. In every case, meaning depends upon com
plex interrelationships among words, context and pre-existing 
psychological phenomena. 

There are two ways of developing writer's "half-rage." 
Traditionally, we have analyzed the final product of the writing 
process. We analyze the intricate symbolic patterns of literature 
discursive prose and poetry. Then we ask students to imitate that' 
complexity; we ask them to transfer the techniques they find in 
their reading into their writing. Certainly such analysis and 
imitation does serve a function. It helps students to realize 
that written communication is complex, that, in effective com
munication, explicit symbolic patterns and semantic structures 
must be controlled. 

But such analysis of explicit structure needs to be combined 
with analysis and practice in those mental activities which occur 
before a writer puts words on paper. In other words, we must 
develop activities and exercises that help students to control 
pre-writing behavior. A writer who understands the complexities 
in his own perceptual and cognitive processes might be better 
prepared to allude to those complexities in his writing. 

II 
I shall borrow directly from two related fields of psycho

logical research. Both areas relate directly to the definition 
of symbolic processes found in varying levels of consciousness. 

First, I shall work from a transactional theory of percep
tion. Transactionalism is, at least partially, a response to the 
earlier, oversimplified theories of perception, theories which 
argued that the perceiver's mind was composed of "conscious 
elements" received directly from the outside world. ·rradi tion-
al ly, these conscious elements were fused into overall percep-
tual orientations wholly dependent upon externally-based stirnuli.2 
Transactionalism argues that the perceptual process is exceed-
ingly more complex than indicated by such a one-to-one relation
ship. The human mind, according to transactional theory, is a 
patterning entity. Perception itself becomes a creative activity, 
an activity in which the mind is actively reformulating sensory 
information as that information is received. Mental "reformula
tion" is influenced by objective sensory information and, perhaps 
more important to our purposes, by a complex set of pre-established 
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mental patterns--we might call these patterns perceptual "mind
sets." 

Perceptual "mind-sets" are created by an individual over a 
1ong period of time. They are often combinations of many past 
perceptual situations. In other words, the individual creates 
perceptual overlays which continue to influence perceptual data 
in the fut~re. Allport, however, argues that the Gestalt or 
pattern theory, as complex as it is, still oversimplifies the 
perceptual process. "Configurationism [Gestalt theory] , " Allport 
argues, "had achieved its successes at the cost of practically 
ignoring the motor side of the organism. 113 Most recent theories 
combine the approaches of Gestalt and structural psychology into 
more complex hypotheses. Allport describes the results of several 
such attempts . 

.. . it has been claimed on the basis of experimental 
evidence that conditions internal to the organ
ism, such as drive, value, or need, can affect the 
way in which the physical world appears, even in its 
supposedly stable quantitative properties. Phenomena 
appeared that seemed to suggest ... the presence of a 
functionalistic preperceiver who selected the sens
ory data that were to be permitted the right to 
organize as perceptions.4 

The central proposition in this theory was that a subcon
scious property, perhaps only partially rational, acted as a 
perceptual clearing-house, that the perceived environment was 
subjected first to a subconscious selective process and subse
quently to conscious, rational control. Still another psycholo
gist, Franklin Kilpatrick, argues the following definition of 
perception. 

. .. perception cannot be 'due to' the physiolog-
ical stimulus pattern; some physiological stimulus 
probably is necessary, but it is not sufficient. 
There must be ... some basis for the organism's 
'choosing' one from among the infinity of external 
conditions to which the pattern might be related ... 
any notion concerning a unique correspondence 
between percept and object must be abandoned and 
a discovery of the factors involved in the 'choos
ing' activity of the· organism becomes the key 
problem in perceptual theory.5 

Transactional psychology, then, views perception as process, an 
intricate process in which the perceived object, the surround
ing perceptual field, and perceptual "mind-sets" are constantly 
interacting. 

Now we can turn to a second field of psychological research. 
A pre-writing approach based upon perception, and the transfer of 
perceptual stimuli into the symbolic patterns of the mind, must 
be supplemented by some analysis of how mentalistic patterns 
themselves are structured.6 
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. . broad theoretical construct fl!.' 
We can begin by providi~g a E. Klinger, in a soon-to-be

our analysis of mental behavior. fr~c tasv divides articulated-
published work on the structur7 o 1 a~art·i;ulated"--ideational 
either subconsciously or c?n:c~ous YOperant segments represent 
streams into two general ~ivisionsi· ·t svmbolic streams--streams 
prosaic, rationally-org~i~e~, e:~ ~~i ht ·compare to the symbolic 
which for matters of definition . ~ ally written language 
structures of written language, especi ti·cal principles. Operant 

d • t ational or gramma 
organized accor ing o r . . f epresents consciously formu-
language, in its most obvious ~:~t:onal streams (patterns of 
lated patterns of_thought. Butll interconnected; operant streams 
thought, if you will) _are 1:1su~a hazard fashion, with symbolic 
are associated, sometimes in P . licit and metaphorical. 
segments which are progressively mo:e im~ss Klinger calls respond
These segments of ~rticula~ed co~s~:~~~noperant and respondent 
ent segments. He differentiates e 
se men ts of thought as follows. . . . 

g Segments of act~vity may be cl~1!~f~~:e~:~~' 
broad groups which are here ca 
and 'respondent.' Whereas operant se!~e~t~ 
are initiated ... volitionally, controd ~her~
consequences, guided by feedback, an ini
fore proactive, respondent segmen~sh:::ntly 
tiated non-volitionally, are ~ot i~ b ante
dependent on feedback, are eh cite y. 7 
cedent events, and are therefore reactive. 

III 
. . cover only the later, explicit phases 

Most composition texts t din outlines and preliminary 
of pre-writing--the phases represen e ents the operant organiz-

Th tline however, repres ... 
sketches. e ou , rou of sensory and ~ognitive 
ation of an enormously complex g pll only partially conscious 

. . . As writers we are usua y . 1 t activities• ' f re-writing. The s crib a ac s 
of these early comp~ex phas7s oh p lves the product of percep-
recorded in an o~t~ine ar7 ~nt~ :~~~ude analysis of perceptio~ 
tion and thought, if we wis must discover strategies 

h h nization as process, we 
and t oug t orga . recess into the conscious, 
through which we can bring that p 8 Let us begin with an exer
operant language_of the classroom. 
cise in observation• b 1 . 

Ask a class to observe an exper~ence of ~thuth~c 
nature--a guest speaker, etc. Dis~uss, wi eaker 
class their expectations concerning the sp d 
and the situation. The discussion should pro uce 

eneral insight into the mind-sets or per~ep~ual 
;rientations an individual carries with him into 
any experience. 

• should develop a 
Each Wri·ter after preliminary discussio~s, d b th 

, f. ry The list should inclu e 0 

loosely-organized list o image • 
operant and respondent patterns. 

db arr ived at through free association, 
Some imagery shoul e 
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other imagery by conscious referral to previous situations which 
the writer perceived as similar to the immediate situation. The 
freely-associated imagery .would generally be parallel to respond
ent thought segments, the consciously-derived list to operant 
segmen.ts. 

Let us turn now to another phase in this exercise. 

After formulating rough lists, each student should 
compose a rough sketch. The sketch would organize 
the imagery lists into what we previously called 
perceptual "mind~sets." In psychological terms, 
each student would be describing himself as a 
"functional preperceiver." The sketch would trans
fer operant and respondent imagery into values, 
attitudes and perspectives; 

In this exercise, a writer would develop relationships between 
different respondent images. Suppose one student had for some 
unknown reason associated a black automobile and a man with dark 
glasses with the guest speaker. He would then find ways of ration
ally relating these respondent images to the immediate situation. 
This sketch would also encourage the fusing of respondent and 
operant thought segments. The black automobile and man with dark 
glasses might be combined with rationally organized attitudes and 
values. The result is usually an interesting, although somewhat 
disturbing, blend of affective and cognitive language. For example, 
our writer might develop a verbal sequence in which the public 
speaker is metaphorically associated with destruction (black), 
mystery (dark glasses), etc. If the speaker happens to be radical-
say in politics--parallels· between the black automobile and man 
with dark glasses can produce several playful comparisons. Such 
experiments often are strikingly similar to Fellini and Antonioni 
scenarios. They make interesting subjects for short films. In this 
sketch, the writer should develop a good deal of insight into his 
perceptual orientation--without worrying very much about stylistic, 
mechanical or organizational problems. 

A final pre-writing activity related to perception. After 
perceiving the hypothetical speech, our pre-writer might compose 
an analysis of alterations motivated by the immediate perceptual 
field. He might ask himself how his preperceiving orientation 
balances with his immediate opinion. What details within the 
context of the presentation caused a re-interpretation or re
organization of pre-existing attitudes and values? What, in his 
pre-existing mind-set, caused him to ignore or overemphasize 
certain aspects of the presentation? Finally, he might describe 
to the class how writing about these attitudinal changes influ
enced his original perception of the situation. This exercise 
would develop in our writer an understanding of what Jerome 
Bruner calls the third step in the perceptual process: the 
"checking or confirmation procedure. ,,g This step describes the 
perceiver's attempt to align the content of perception with 
those hypotheses or mind-sets he carried into the perceptual 
situation. Bruner points out that the checking and confirmation 
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procedure itself may alter our perception of a certain exper

iential field. 

There is, of course, an obvious difficulty in such exer
cises. We are asking our student to become his own psychoan
alyst; we are asking him to scrutinize his own perceptual and 
conceptual behavior. There will be obvious distortions in 
such self-induced psychoanalyzing. We should be able to im
prove upon these exercises by class discussion of pre-writing 
behavior and by discussion of articles generally related to 
pre-writing psychology. In any case, the purpose of these pre
writing exercises is to produce writers who are conscious of the 
complex process by which experience is received and organized. 
The purpose is not intended to be therapeutic, though it may 
be indirectly contributing to a healthy recognition of what 
some of us would call "existential realities." 

IV 
We can now turn from perception to thinking, especially 

the relationship between thinking and writing. All our ef
forts in this area should disabuse our students of any ideas 
they might have concerning a direct relationship between 
thoughts (or mental patterns in general) and written language. 
The organizational principles of the mind are decidedly diff
erent from the patterns of imagery, the ideational stream, in 
the mind. Our previous resume of current associationist 
theory and cognitive psychology should help here. 

We can begin by referring to the pattern of ideation. 
Thoughts, the psychologists tell us, occur in segments which 
are connected sequentially. Let us briefly review operant and 
respondent thought structures. Operant and respondent segments 
of thought are joined by related imagery at jointures. Operant 
segments are "initiated volitionally"; they are composed of 
conscious imagery and sensations directly related to immediate 
external feedback. They are usually logically organized and 
logically controlled. Most students attack writing problems 
with the idea the only their operant thought patterns are 
transferrable to the written page. They believe, usually 
incorrectly, that articulated thoughts are similar in struc
ture to written sentences. We must at least begin to con
vince them that operant mental behavior can be combined with 
what we previously called "respondent" mental behavior--those 
segments of thought which are "initiated non-volitionally, 
are not inherently dependent on feedback, are elicited by 
antecedent events, and are therefore reactive." 

In one sense, when we ask students to use both operant 
and respondent mental behavior in their pre-writing activity, 
we are asking them to use what would traditionally be called 
"reason and imagination." Psychologists have lately come to 
subdivide human behavior and language into affective and cog
nitive: affective behavior and language is motivated and or
ganized by emotional, non-rational stimuli (when a love poem 
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akes us cry)· cognitive b h • 'knowing" and' struct . e av1or by the intellect, by the 
mind (when we think ~;1ng, the ~ational patterns of the human 
nitive provide us w1'th cause ai: effect). Affective and cog-

. more scientif" d 
discussing and analyzing the trad· _1c an accurate methods of 
and imagination. itional concepts of reason 

. Most writers, at least tho • ting problems as Mr Dern tt se not as perceptive about wri-
tasy and day-drearni~g ar~ a;t~s~u~e that dreams, reverie, fan
to the composing process I ~viti~s which do not contribute 
they spent six or seven h ave ad students tell me that 
as they put it "const tolurs ond a paper because their minds 
. f . , an y wan "red from th b. ' 
1 mind-wandering were . 1 ~ e su J ect." As 
can sometimes offera~h ev1 : Actually' such mental activity 
t . e writer his most c t· 

o a particular writing proble Th II rea 1ve solutions 
by Dernottl; the psychosis I h rn. e_ half-rage" alluded to 
t b, ave associated with t' 
o me to e no more than the s ch • . ar ists' seems 

meanings Sirnu 1 taneously a d V. y ot1c :age to express several 
strates what the critic~ of ::~:e to_write prose that demon-
tual "concei· t" th . physical poetry call intellec 

-- e writer's ab·1· .. 
associations where no on th h1 ity to demonstrate striking 
h e oug t they exi t d d' 

were others expected 1 . . . . s e or ifferences 
using respondent behav~~ryc~~!~!ar~t1es. A wri~er capable of 

fleet the writer's half ~ve Y_ and effectively will re
ivity, this means that rage •. en discussing pre-writing act
press in his writing theour bwtrilte: will want very much toex-

. su eties complex· t· d 
associations of percept. d h • 1 1es an diverse ion an t ought. 

V 

Let us return, with the ff 
l

·n · d a ective-cognitive d' • 
. min , to the second phase of . . • • 1st1nction 
in which the symbol. d pre-writing act1 v1 ty-the phase 
into the symbolic patt~~~r~fu~~ of_perception is transferreo 
ter recognizes, through his i . ~ mind. O~r.hypothetical wri
that he has to a degree alrea~1tial pre-~riting exercises, 
his experience in the act o; re-or?a1:ized and re-interpreted 
in his much discussed m perce1v1ng. Robert Zoellner 
talking and writing ?notgraph on ~he relationships between' 

'poin s out an 1mpnrtant a· t· • 
our use of the term "met h ,, 1s 1nct1on in 
teacher's intense 1 it ap o T. He argues that !'the English 
. f . erary awareness of th t h 1 act results in a e 1- e me ap or-as-art-
appears only minirnail~ua~:;ep~~f~~sion:! b~ind spot: ne often 
phor, which we may call meta h e ~e 1at1ve aspect of meta
obviously a vast cliff B or-as-instrument. Yet there is 

erence etween the met h h 
professor teaches--say in Ho ki ap or t e English 
he teaches7i'v°"1iy" 0 A t'f pl ns or Donne--and the metaphor 

· r i actua metaphors th structures we find. 
1 

. -- ose metaphorical 
poem--do not in an i: a yric poem as we read and analyze the 
the poet might hav~ aydp~rallel the instrumental metaphors 
that poem from perce~~=d i~_transferring the experience of 
written page Our d' o_Ject to thought and finally to the 

· iscuss1on of op d streams should suggest method f dera~t an_ respondent mental so ealing with instrumental 
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in the mind of the writer. 
metaphors as they operate 

Let us return to our hypothetical writer. He ~as be~un 
to formulate methods of analyzing his perceptual ori:nt~tion. 
He has begun to organize "meaning-complex:s"--pr:-existing 
complexes of ideas, attitudes and perceptions which he under~ 
stands will influence the composing process. Now he ca~ begin 
his search for instrumental metaphors, metaphors that will 
expedite the transfer from implicit, respondent_thoug~t to 
more explicit, operant thought. The following is a lis~ of 

1 t . ·t· They· can be carried out by an entire 
genera ac i vi 1 es • b h t 
class, by a student and teacher in conference, or Y t es u-

dent himself. . 
1. After composing, discussing_and ahnal{Ji~; 

a perceptual sketch, the wr~ter s oe -
gin to search for objects, ideas and emo
tions which compress the language of the 
sketch. This exercise should encourage 
both affective and cognitive responses: 
our writer might begin by freely ~ssocia
ting those emotions, ide~s_and obJe~ts. 
He might also try a cognitive expenme_nt 
by attempting, after us~ng free.~~soci
ation., to impose a rational, di~~ur-
sive sequence on those ideas, obJects 
and emotions. 

2. Ideally, our writer has organized_a 
large group of images which are dire~tly 
or indirectly related to his perception 
of a radical guest speaker. He_might 
select one or two images he believes 
are particularly striking--perhaps for 
some reason he associated one of the 
speaker's gestures with a ~esture us
ually found in a totally different_con
text. These examples of aberrant im
agery can become excellent ways of ~om
bining operant and respondent behavior. 

A class discussion I once conducted should provide an ex
ample of how this second exercise might work. The students 
had written some poetry and we began discussi~ g_ t~e ~etaphors 
in their poems. One girl had compared a poh tician s ~ace, 
projected on a television screen, to a large, bladd:r-like 
organism. First, we approached the metapho:-as-artifact, muc~ 
in the way we would have analyzed metaphor in a poetry anthol C)· 

0 
. The student's poem, as a self-contained unit: ha~ at.. 

t:t to express what she felt was the mindless mediocrity of 

American politics: 
puffing, blowing squid 
a pulping bladder on screen. 

Now, analyzing the metaphor purely as artifact, we ~rg~ed 
that the squid-bladder image, as applied to a description of 
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the politician's face on television, reinforced the reader's under
standing of American politics as mindless and bureaucratic. 

Then we changed our perspective and discussed the origin of 
the metaphor in the thought-patterns of the poet. In other words, 
we took an instrumental approach to the metaphor. After extended 
discussi?n, the class developed the following explanation: the 
poet had recently seen a political figure on television, a figure 
who had a thoroughly negative effect on her. In writing, they 
decided that she had fused the politician's television image with 
a respondent image--an image of a squid in a glass enclosure whicr 
she had carried away from a visit to an aquarium. The comparison 
of these two seemingly unrelated (respondent) pieces of mental 
imagery were forced together by her negative reaction to the pol
itician. The metaphor, then, became an instrument supporting the 
operant meaning of the poem--the depiction of American politics 
as mindless and bureaucratic. This method of analysis can become 
a useful aid to composing; it allows other writers to see the fu
sion of idea and object, of separate areas of respondent imagery, 
in action. The inexperienced writer is encouraged to fuse dispar
ate ideas, _to find meaning and form in what might otherwise remain 
totally unrelated sensations, emotions, and ideas. They are chal
lenged to make mind-wandering productive. 

I am not proposing that, as teachers of poetry, we decide to 
propose hypothetical trains of thought for every poem--as inter
esting as that may be.· But as teachers of composition such an in
strumental approach to metaphor (and all instances of symbolic 
transfer for that matter) can be a useful approach. It expands 
the student's consciousness of complexity by revealing subtle re
lationships between different contexts·; by encouraging a playful, 
creative attitude toward the entire _process ·of orgmi.zing percep
tions and thoughts. 

These exercises merely suggest the kind of affective and 
cognitive interplay which should, I suggest, become an important 
part of the composition process, especially the pre-writing pro
cess. They are based on the assumption that the traditional com
position course concentrated to an exaggerated degree on what 
Zoellne: calls metaphor-~-artifact, or metaphor as· it is repre
sented in the symbolic patterns of a written page. We need to 
devote more time to metaphor-as-instrument, or metaphor as it is 
used by a writer to transfer symbolic patterns produced by our 
senses (perception) into the cognitive-affective mental patterns 
which occur before writing. 

Some teachers will argue, I am sure, that students who are 
self-conscious about their own affective and cognitive pre-writ
ing habits will sacrifice creativity. I believe differently. 
Students who recognize, even to a slight degree, the complex in
ter.relationships among the processes of perception, thought and 
writing might better demonstrate the "characterological riches" 
described by Benjamin Demott. They might even, in truly existen
tial fashion, demonstrate a healthy· psychotic rage; a rage to 
express at least a few of those complex interrelationships in 
their writing. We might decide not to apply any of the terms of 
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this discussion to the students we teach, but in teaching them 
to write we must be familiar with the way perception, thought 
and writing are related. Only then can we improve the pre-writing 

habits of our students. 
FOOTNOTES 

lnemott made this remark while participating in the 1966 Dart
mouth Seminar on the teaching of English. It has been recorded 
by John Dixon in Growth Through English (Reading, England, 1967), 

p. 39. 

2F.H. Allport, Theories of Perception and the_Concept of Structure 
(New York, 1955), p, 438. Allport's book provides an excellent 
survey of early perceptual theory. I am, of course, greatly over
simplifying Allport's account of structuralism in early perceptual 
theory. Morse Peckham (Man's Rage for Chaos, Philadelphia, 1965) 
seems to support my summary of perceptual theory when he argues 
that "two main traditions"--"transactionalism" and "directive
state" theory--have controlled perceptual theory for the past 

thirty years. 

3Ib id. , p . 4 39 . 

4Ibid. 

5Explorations in Transactional Psychology (New York, 1961), P· _2. 
Kilpatrick argues that "the acute contrast between ~he theoretical 
possibility and the practical impossibility of ~eaving values and 
purposes out of scientific observation ... has pointed up the neces
sity of re-examining the basic formulations from which these prob-

lems stem." 

6Ihe following terminology and theory will be at least partly based 
upon the work of Eric Klinger, a psychologist at the ~niversity of 
Minnesota, Morris. For the past several years, Dr. Klinger has _ 
conducted a "fantasy project." The project has attempted to define 
the organizational principles behind dreams, reverie, and fantasy 
symbolism. The results of his research will be publishe~ somet~me 
in the immediate future. I have taken a great deal of liberty in 
interpreting Dr. Klinger's.theories and i~ applying_those theories 
to the composition process. Readers of this paper wil_l, I hope, 
reserve their opinions of Klinger's study until it is published 

in entirety. 

1'/e can list other properties of operant and respondent segments 

as follows: 
Operant Streaming 

1. Operant streams are organized discursively, according to 
rational modes of sequencing. Operant streams represent 
mental symbols organized according to the pre-existing 
logic of language and reality. 

2. Operant symbolism is influenced to a larger degree than re

spondent symbolism by external feedback. Environment exerts 
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a direct controlling influence on operant behavior. 
3. Unlike the ideationa~ streams of dreams and fantasy, operant 

streams are seldom disrupted by images and symbols drawn 
from other contexts. 

Respondent Streaming 

1. Respondent streams are organized by association of imagery 
and symbolism drawn from antecedent meaning complexes, ra
ther than from direct feedback. 

2. Respondent str:ams are often disrupted by what we might 
call aberrant imagery and symbolism, imagery and symbolism 
drawn ~rom contexts other than the dominating context of 
a particular segment of mental behavior. 

3. Res~ondent s~reams are characterized by the phenomena Freud 
d:fined as displacement and condensation and the quality de
fined as pluri-signific_ance by many current psychologists. 
~n res~ondent streams, the symbolic weight of an antecedent 
1~age 1s often "~isplaced" on to another image; at other 
~1mes the symbolic weight of many images is "condensed" 
into one image; finally, many symbols and symbol-segments in 
respondent streams_ are '_'pluri-significant" in that they 
represent the symbolic weight of many other ideational 
contexts. 

Again, I should emphasize that these lists represent my condensa
tion of Eric Klinger's analysis of operant and respondent mental 
behavior. 

8I should_supplement our resum/ of current perceptual psychology 
by_referr1ng to the work of Jerome S. Bruner, the social psychol
ogist. _Bruner argues that personality plays a large role in 
perception. He proposes a three-step cycle of perception. 

Analytically, we may say that perceiving begins with an ex-
pectancy or hyp~thes is ... We not only see, but we look for, not 
only hear but listen to ... In short, perceiving takes place in 
a 'tuned organism.' The assumption is that we are never ran
domly s:t ... but ~hat ... we ~re alway: to some extent prepared 
for seeing, he~ring, smell~ng, tasting some particular thing 
or class of th1ngs ... Any given hypothesis results from the 
aro~sal of_central cognitive and motivational processes by pre
ceding environmental states of affairs. 
The sec~nd anal~tic step in the perceiving process is the in
put of 1nformat1on from the environment ... 
:ne thir~ st:P is a_checking or confirmation procedure. Input 
informat~on 1s confi:matory to or congruent with the, operative 
hy~othe:is. !f confirmation does not occur, the hypothesis 
shifts 1n a direction partly determined by internal or person
ological or experimental factors and partly on the basis of 
feedback from the learning which occurred in the immediately 
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preceding, partly unsuccessful information--checking cycle 
("Personality Dymamics and the Process of Perceiving," found 
in Perception--An Approach to Personality, ed. by Robert R. 
Blake and Glenn V. Ramsey [New York, 1951), pp. 123-12~ 

Bruner's theories, offered from the perspective of personality, 
arrive at a perceptual structure decidedly similar to the struc
ture outlined by the transactionalists. 

1011Talk-Write: A Behavioral Pedagogy for Composition," College 
English, XXX (January 1969), pp 267-268. Zoellner applies the dis
tinction between "metaphor-as-instrument" and "metaphor-as-art
ifact" to the composition process. Thinking is not characterized 
by the same application of metaphor as is writing. The instru
mental metaphors of thinking, speaking and writing applied in 
the process using language, cannot be understood by either teacher 
or student through an analysis of artifactual metaphor (p.268). 
As a result, Zoellner suggests what we shift "our attention from 
thought process to operative utterance [the spoken word]"; in 
other words, he suggests we relate the symbolic and metaphorical 
structures of talking to the operant structures and patterns of 
writing. (p. 274). 

Joseph Comprone coordinates composition at The University of Minnesota, 
Morris. He has published articles on Yeots, Frost, film and composition, 
and has a composition text in progress. 

"Answer me" 
by ED MAKO 

Lakeville High School 

Answer me this, you men who make man a chemical process . 
What is gone when the corrse is left? Where is man? The body 
is present. 

And this,you who would hive us high grade apes .... Why do men 
suffer loneliness in the midst of the world's billions? 

This too I ask, you of the survival of the fittest .... Why do 
men die for one another? 

One last answer I ask .... Of what use is love? 
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~ORUffi 
Territoriality: What Shall the 

"English" Teacher Teach? 

The Great Terminological War 
by SEYMOUR Y ESNER 

Consultant in Secondary School English, Minneapolis 

As the experie~tial value of "English" becomes the dominating 
concern of the English teacher, conflict with social studies (and 
with other subjects) increases. The conflict is more apparent than 
real, perpetuated by teachers who need well delineated categories 
~or comfort and little ~ompartments to control. The repeated cry 
1s "hands off"; the constant wariness is. fear; the warning sign 
reads "trespassers beware." Eventually the cries and the fears 
harmonize into a kind of battle hymn that pits one teacher against 
the other, eac~ struggling for a private preserve of notes, throw
aw~y gags,. ass1gnmen~s, t~sts, and bulletin board paraphernalia. In 
this 1,ay '. issues of immediate concern to students, like civil rights, 
campus disturbances, student rights, the Vietnam war are casual-
ties of a kind of cold war that constructs its own i;on curtain, 
well posted with "off-limits" and_ "no hunting" signs. 

The usual image of an English teacher projects him as a person 
removed from reality, preoccupied with books, a habit considered 
worthwhile though essentially use 1 ess, and rabid about the vagaries 
of gramm~r and other language imponderables, all of which produce 
fe~ tangible results other than keeping kids busy in harmless ways. 
This English teacher threatens no one. He is safe. Let him tread 
upon current "fact," and suddenly he emerges packing pistols and 
a submachine gun. 

Should the English teacher wish to cease anaesthetizing his 
students by an intellectual foray into the problems that the stu
dents want to talk, write, and read about, he is often confronted 
by angry colleagues who accuse him of usurpation of the rights of 
other~. Social studies teachers, probably because of interchangeable 
materials and unclear ideational boundaries, seem most inclined to 
adopt a protectionist attitude. 

In this, they are often supported by principals. Typical of 
prin~ipal responses is this one that I overheard: "I go into an 
English class and there's my English teacher discussing Vietnam. 
Now I don't want him discussing Vietnam. What does he know about 
Vietnam, ~nyway? ~anyone is going to discuss it, it's going to 
be my social studies teachers. They should know more about Viet-

l? 




